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ELECTRONIC PRESS KIT AT THIS LINK
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TAPS EMMY AWARD-WINNING ‘TRIP SISTERS’ AS DIGITAL CONTRIBUTORS
CHICAGO – Colleen Kelly and Catie Keogh, Emmy Award-winning and Emmy Award-nominated travel experts
and co-creators and co-hosts of “Trip Sisters with Colleen and Catie” are thrilled to announce a new
partnership with National Geographic.
Since its inception nearly 130 years ago, the core purpose of National Geographic has been to further
knowledge and awareness of the world. Today, National Geographic is the world’s leading multimedia
destination for the best stories in science, exploration and adventure, featuring over 350 million
fans/followers globally across all platforms, including nearly 190 million followers on Facebook and more than
six million subscribers on YouTube.
“We share National Geographic’s passion for exploration and are thrilled to bring our unique brand of travel to
their global audiences on social media,” said Colleen.
“Trip Sisters” content will premiere on National Geographic’s Facebook and YouTube channels beginning this
month and will feature a variety of exciting destinations, including the Bahamas, the Caribbean, Iceland and
Ireland.
“Our trips cater to all types of travelers, and we aim to inspire everyone with travel that is full of fun and
learning,” said Catie. “We are honored to join National Geographic and look forward to connecting their
viewers with the best of travel.”
ABOUT “TRIP SISTERS WITH COLLEEN AND CATIE”
Travel experts and sisters, Colleen Kelly (@ColleenKellyTravels) and Catie Keogh (@CatieKeogh) uncover the
best in food, culture and adventure. Follow the “Trip Sisters” (@TheTripSisters) as they uncover and explore
exciting new destinations and lead the way for 70 Million women making travel decisions. Additionally, the
“Trip Sisters” host the only travel talk radio show in the country’s #3 market on Cumulus Media’s WLS-AM
Chicago. The “Trip Sisters” have worked with Travel Channel as writers and live digital contributors, and are
also digital contributors for Travel + Leisure.
Individually, Colleen is the host and executive producer of her own nationally broadcast PBS series, “Family
Travel with Colleen Kelly” (@FamilyTravelCK) which airs to 19.6 million viewers, while Catie previously was the
creator, host and executive producer of her own show “24/7 City Secrets” on NBC. They are both on-air travel
experts for Chicago’s top broadcast stations, including WGN and ABC7’s “Windy City Live”. Over the past year,
the “Trip Sisters” have traveled to California, Iceland, Ireland, New York, Mexico, Portland, Turks and Caicos
and other national and international locations.
Media Alert: Colleen Kelly and Catie Keogh are available to discuss the National Geographic partnership, the
“Trip Sisters” and their experiences. They frequently serve as keynote speakers and provide travel expertise
and tips for TV news and programs, radio shows and print and digital publications. Contact Audrey Wilson at
AUDREY@TRAVELFILMPRODUCTIONS.COM to arrange.
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